
LSAT Minutes 
Tuesday, March 1, 2021 4:00-5:00pm 
 
Present: Krughoff, Bradshaw, Johnson, Nelson, Robinson, Varhall, Greer, Posey, Reina, Simbana 
 
Absent: Knight, Dailey, Parker, Brown 

   
 

I. LSAT Budget Session #2 
A. There is a bill in congress for more COVID money, we may get more “COVID Cushion” 

1. More funds would be called a “reprogramming” 

2. Simbana says she’s heard the COVID Cushion is a separate pot of money that is 
supposed to be used for summer school, asks if this is true? Krughoff replies families and staff 
will have the option to opt-in to summer programming but it is up to the community needs. 
LSAT will be planning the use of the COVID Cushion money.  

3. Varhall asks will teachers be directed to work in the summer or will it be opt-in? 
Krughoff responds it is opt-in only. 

4. Big questions: What is the formula for the COVID cushion money? Why did Cleveland 
get less than other similar LEAs? 

B. Preview of Operations duties - MSL 

1. Conducts walkthroughs with custodial and security team 

2. Oversees all safety and emergency planning, drills, etc. 

3. Manages food and transportation services 

4. Manges all process for time entry and approval 

5. Manges school budget and spends appropriately 

6. Manages front office team 

7. Manages custodial team 

8. Additional duty added on will be technology management 

a) Simbana says we did not manage technology well as a school. Simbana says 
Cleveland was always missing data therefore we did not get allocated devices. Simbana 
says she would hate to see us miss opportunities because MSL was busy doing other 
things.  

b) Bradshaw asks if the library will have any computers, Krughoff replies we could 
look at doing that 

c) Robinson asks if the MSL would be the point of contact for technology in the fall, 
Krughoff replies the OCTO Tech will do repairs to computers half a day per week. 
Robinson clarifies what would be the purpose of a school based tech committee, 
Krughoff replies the OCTO tech fixes and the MSL manages. Varhall agrees and adds on 
that if an MSL is being budgeted for tech management than staff don’t need to be part 
of a committee. The MSL should do the work.  

d) Simbana shares other school communities have chosen to allocate tech 
management to volunteers who manage tech separate of the staff.  

C. Personnel and Non-personnel funds 



   
 

   
 

1. Personnel 

a) Added full time floater 

(1) Posey asks if the floater is used for ECE, Krughoff replies they are meant 
for ECE but the position has flexibility to work in other areas 

b) Eliminated full time SPED coordinator and gained part time SPED coordinator 

(1) Nelson advocates for keeping the coordinator as a full time position, 
states the position fulfills many duties and needs to be full time. Reina says it is 
worth trying to get a full time position and asks if we can give a staff a stipend to 
do that duty. Krughoff replies she will petition for a full time SPED coordinator 
and if that is denied she will petition for a stipend for staff.  

c) Elimination of behavior tech 

d) Will not add an ASL 

e) Elimination of administrative officer, replaced with MSL 

(1) Bradshaw states Simbana’s idea of volunteers managing technology 
sounds better than getting an MSL so the funds could be used on a SPED 
coordinator.  

(2) Simbana states so few positions are not student facing which can be 
eliminated, so can we reallocate money so more money is spent on student 
facing items/positions? Simbana says she does not support using money on MSL.  

(a) Varhall does not support using money on MSL because Operations 
does not seem to add value to his experience as a teacher.  

(3) Johnson asks if the MSL position is a position interviewed for, Krughoff 
replies yes Personnel Committee will be used.  

2. Non-personnel 

a) ED supplies $18,000 

b) Custodial $9,000 

c) Electronic learning $10,000 

(1) Plan is be used for para-professionals devices 

(a) Simbana asks could we repurpose the 10 computers donated 
from the embassy to the para-professionals to save these funds, Krughoff 
asks if LSAT agrees. Varhall asks if these computers are new, Simbana are 
new. Varhall asks how many paras do we need to give a computer to, 
Krughoff replies 8.  

d) Admin premium $10,000 

e) Custodial overtime 

II. Next Meeting: March 15th 5:00-6:00pm   
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